Safety Committee Meeting

Minutes

2/22/2019

Members Present: Dan Garcia, Margie Thomson, Jon Lasinski, Lindy Carrol, Craig Cottrell, Adam Zenger, Lisa Hoferkamp, Nathan Bodenstat

Recent Incident Reports

There were three slip and fall accidents in February. Each involved poor footwear selection and lack of ice gripper use. Two resulted in claims for treatment.

Trespass Update

Currently there are four persons trespassed from UAS Juneau campus. Only one is a real safety problem. Stephen Gailliot is trespassed through November 2019. When he is drinking he can be rude and belligerent.

Loss Prevention Update

FY 2019 LP fund still has money to make purchases before the end of the fiscal year. Sitka has some ideas for spending some of this fund.

Patient Transport

Over the years I have discouraged UAS employees from transporting patients to hospitals. There is liability exposure to UA when doing this. It is always better to either let the patient take an ambulance or ask a family member to provide transport. That being said, we recently had a situation in which a student living in housing slipped on ice, fell and hit her head. She had no family in Juneau so two UAS employees provided transport to Bartlett emergency

Protection of Minors

Training modules for POM Authorized and Supervised adults is now available online. Screening by HR is underway.

Academic Risk Management
Meeting with the Provost next Monday to go over document. Plan is to solicit comments from faculty then post on website.

Emergency Programs

Looking at creating a “Public” code of conduct to address the lack of actionable standards when the public is on campus. We have employee and student codes of conduct but not one for the public.